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NEWSLETTER
We build strong kids, strong families and strong communities.

A WORD FROM OUR CEO CORNER
The New Year is here and 2018 is

to adapt to our ever changing

The

looking to be another favourable one

environment

evolving

members, families, affiliates and our

for YMCA Gisborne.

organisation is extremely high, and

community, is what ensures that the

this further supports our progress

YMCA Gisborne continues to move

throughout the YMCA Gisborne.

forward in a positive and productive

We have worked productively through
2017,

and

to make important changes,

continued

support

of

our

manner, building strong kids, strong

raise standards, and build community

It gives me great pleasure to enter

families and a strong Gisborne

engagement and awareness of all our

2018 with a very encouraging forecast

community.

programmes across our organisation.

for the year, having talented, strong
staff supporting and guiding our

The strength in our staff's ability

organisation to be the best we can be
year after year.

Leigh Gibson

NEW YEAR-NEW CHALLENGES
"I hope that in this year to come you make mistakes, because if you are making
mistakes then you are making new things, trying new things, pushing yourself,
changing yourself, changing your world."

Neil Haisman

Phone. 06 867 9259
www.ymcagisborne.org.nz
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SWIMMING STARTS SOON
Y Kids are gearing up for our Term 1 Learn To Swim programme with their first
class starting February 13th.
It's such a great experience to be able to offer such an important programme to
our 3 and 4 year olds to ensure that our Y Kids families have water confidence
and can understand water safety from a young age.
Working with Comet Swimming club at Elgin School, we are able to provide a
fun and safe environment for tamariki to gain water skills, basic swimming
techniques and water confidence so we can continue to build strong kids,
strong families and a strong Gisborne Community.

Y KIDS NEW YEAR NEW ADVENTURES
A BIG Happy New Year to all our

School, we are excited for our 4 year

we are looking forward to sharing our

families new and returning.

olds who have graduated from Y Kids

adventures with you.

and are starting the New Year off at
We are all well rested, and we hope

Primary School.

have children or family who attend Y

you are too, as we start to get back into
routine and get ready for term 1.

We have an action packed year ahead
and can't wait to get you all involved
in our learning programmes for 2018.

With our older children transitioning
from Early Childcare to Primary

Swimming starts this term, so if you

We have loved having you all a part of

Kids, please feel free to pop down and

the Y Kids Family and are super excited

watch our amazing water worms in

for your new adventures ahead for you

action at Elgin School every Tuesday

all in the big world of Primary School.

during the term.

A huge warm welcome to our new
children and families. It's a great
pleasure to have you join Y Kids and

Karen & Emma
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LARRAINE DEPARTS Y ARA
It is with great sadness that we farewell one of our long standing staff members
Larraine Ball, who after being a part of the YMCA team for the last 11 and a half
years, has decided to take on a new challenge at Victoria Childcare Centre.
Larraine has been involved predominantly in the YMCA Early Childcare Centres,
having spent the last two of those as Manager of Y Arataha Early Learning
Centre, but also has been involved in the Management of OSCAR the YMCA
Organisation.
We would like to wish Larraine all the best with her new role as Manager of
Victoria childcare and know that she will enjoy the new challenges that lie
ahead for her.

CHANGES AT Y ARATAHA FOR 2018
After a restful and relaxing Christmas

Arataha and Y Tamariki working hard

and New Year, Y Arataha is back into

behind the scenes to ensure that our

the swing of things with some excit-

centres continue to thrive and move for-

ing changes ahead.

ward throughout this year.

Maria Roberts will continue to lead

Lots of exciting adventures are planned

the team as Team leader under the

for 2018 at both Y Arataha and Y Tama-

guidance and support of Dianah Foley

riki and we can't wait to share them with

who has taken on the role as Manager

you.

for both Y Arataha and Y Tamariki.
Thank you all.
Jaki Furniss is head teacher for both Y
Tamariki and Y Arataha, and her role
is around ensuring teaching practices

Dianah Foley

meet our high expectations as per
MOE standards.
Koka Jen has relocated to Y Arataha
for the interim and we have placed
Koka Melissa at Y Tamariki, while we
wait for Koka Melissa and Koka Waverly to become provisionally certified.
You will see Dianah on site at both Y
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STRENGTHENING RELATIONS
Following an amazing year of learning new skills, protecting forest remnants in
Donner's Bush Scenic Reserve, the YMCA Alternative Education will be working
together again with the Department of Conservation and EIT Tairawhiti in 2018.
The Rangitahi Land Management programme gives our Alt. Ed. Youth a chance
to try out a range of different mahi involved in looking after the land: fencing,
horticulture, restoration planting and predator control, putting them into
practice in the real life conservation project here in Gisborne.
Word on the street is that there's usually a pretty tasty BBQ at the end too.
"YMCA and DOC support strong healthy kids with our nature"

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION RETURNS
This year Alternative Education will

Cam and Otara will be working with

and involved in community projects,

see the return of some of last years

Department of Conservation again

not only gives our students confi-

students along with the addition of

throughout 2018, strengthening the

dence and skills but the ability to

some newbies joining the programme

relationships they have been devel-

gain a strong understanding of our

for 2018.

oping between the YMCA Gisborne

environment and the importance of

and DOC.

keeping it clean and green.

With opportunities to be hands on

Cam McCreedy

With a range of on site and community activities planned, it's looking to
be an adventurous year for Alt Ed.

ADULT LITERACY STANDS STRONG
YMCA Adult Intense Literacy and

budgeting skills into practice as they

aging self growth and development.

Numeracy programme has cemented

put what they are learning into play

2018 is a busy year for ILN and we

it's place at the Gisborne YMCA and

in their daily lives.

can't wait to share our progress,

Kara Mackey has settled into her new
role with ease.

as we work with other community
Kara has worked hard throughout

organisations and groups to deliver

last year and developed strong

our Adult Literacy and Numeracy

With classes of up to 10 students,

concepts that allow her students to

programme across different avenues

they have been building confidence

be confident in applying themselves

within Gisborne and on site at the

and gaining important basic nu-

to furthering their education, em-

Gisborne YMCA.

meracy and literacy knowledge to

ployment opportunities and encour-

be able to tackle daily tasks and put

Kara Mackey
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BREAKAWAY HITS A HIGH
Our amazing Breakaway Team started the New Year on a high with water fun and
bbq lunches each week day which will continue through to the end of January.
With technology and gaming being such a popular past time, it's hard at times to get
your teenager outside, or even just to have a break from screen time. Fresh air and
face to face interacting is becoming a thing of the past and it's so important that we
all have a break, breathe and enjoy our surroundings.
That's where the YMCA Breakaway Programme comes into play and with cool
activities and opportunities from learning to surfing, kayaking and stand Up
Paddleboarding and lets not forget the daily BBQ lunch- all for FREE !

YOUTH LOAD UP ON SUMMER FUN
New Year, New adventures along with
a whole heap of FUN, FUN, FUN.
Breakaway is back with a bang and
this year we offered the same great
water experiences for youth aged 1117 years.
Stand Up paddle boarding, Olympic
pool fun, Kayaking and Surfing are
Breakaway staples and it's great to be
able to offer these activities for FREE
to the youth in our community.
The weather has been kind and we
have been able to have some pretty
epic days, with swells being on point
at times- which always helps when
water sports are involved.
It's great to see familiar faces
returning to the programme, making
the most of summer and the activities
the YMCA Breakaway Programme has
to offer.
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MORGAN TAKES A BREAK
That's right! Morgan, our amazing OSCAR Administrater is taking a wee
break, while she spends the last few week of her pregnancy with her feet up.
Morgan is expecting her second child this month and we are excited for her
and her family.
The new addition to her family will see her daughter become a very excited
big sister, and I'm sure she will be in to visit us all before long.
"Oh No" I can hear you say- who do we talk to about OSCAR now?"
All inquiries still go through Customer services or direct to Max our OSCAR
Manager who will assist with all queries you may have.

A SIZZLING SUMMER OF OSCAR FUN
Summer Holiday Programme started

with arts and craft and movie time.

off slow with low numbers but after

crew for all their time and support in
teaching our seniors new skills.

the Christmas break we picked up

Water restrictions didnt put a stop to

with gusto taking full advantage of

our water play activities, we simply

Everyone loved the movies and this

the amazing sunshine and explored

relocated to Waikanae Beach and

year Jumanji was a "MUST SEE" with

Gisborne and all its greatness.

Olympic Pools where we had loads of

loads of laughter and quirks along

water fun and managed to get a few of

with Ferdinand the Bull being on the

our supervisors drenched!

favourites list.

beach days, pool fun and water wars to

Being able to join in with the

Each holidays we get more and more

cool everyone off along with exciting

Breakaway programme and learn to

pleasure from seeing how much fun

outings to Kaiti and Eastwoodhill,

kayak, surf and stand up paddle board

we can create for all age groups in our

stingray

Tatapouri,

was amazing for the older age groups

programmes and building ever lasting

Challenges and sports games along

and we want to thank the BREAKAWAY

memories for every child who attends.

With so many activities across each
week, we ensured that we had loads of

feeding

at
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RE- ENROL FOR OSCAR
New year which means new OSCAR registration forms need to be completed
ready for our 2018 OSCAR Before and After School Care programmes.
If you are on our mailing list, you would have been sent out an email with
forms and details earlier this month or Morgan may have spoken with you in
regards to re-enrolling.
If not, that's ok, it's not too late to complete registration forms and get them
in for processing before the school term starts.
OSCAR Before and Afterschool Care starts back onTuesday 30th January,
with Breakfast Club starting at 7am right here at the main YMCA.
With schools all starting back at different times, please ensure you let Max
know the start date of your child's school, so we can ensure pick up start
dates are correct.

WHAT'S COMING UP IN OSCAR?
That's always been an exciting topic of

Our themes for the year are set and we OSCAR After School care, so watch out

discussion within OSCAR, and 2018

have exciting activities that correspond for those.

promises to bring not only new faces

with these themes, which you will see

to the programme, but a whole range

throughout our creative corner.

We are always looking for new
and

of activities sure to have our groups on

exciting

opportunities

that

Don't forget to check out our art boards we can encorporate in our OSCAR

the edge of their seats.

and OSCAR room walls for some of our programmes, and this year is no
A huge warm welcome to our new

creations and give feedback on your exception so check out our notice

and returning families, its great to

child's creativity.

boards and daily planners to ensure
you know what's on in OSCAR for 2018.

have you in our amazing OSCAR
programme for 2018 and hope you will

Planner boards will be up shortly with

enjoy your time with us.

weekly activities for each group in

Max Haraki

OUR UNI STUDENTS HEAD BACK
With

the

end

of

the

Summer

It's always an amazing experience

Holiday Progamme upon us, we see

to have future leaders and mentors

the departure of our OSCAR staff

working with the children in our

members, who are heading off to Uni.

programmes, sharing their knowledge

New adventures with Tia heading off

and skills in our groups during their

for her first year at university to study

study breaks.

Health and Sport, Maioha and Roimata
returning to continue their studies and

We wish them all the best for their

Te Aho moving back home to Ruatoria.

2018 journeys.
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OSCAR STUDENTS RETURN
It's such a pleasure to watch our children grow as we build them into strong
and confident individuals, so when we have OSCAR students return to us in a
volunteer or paid role, we get excited for them to share what they have learnt
during their time in OSCAR with current students attending our programmes.
Roimata and Maioha Panapa along with Ella Sutherland joined our OSCAR
team for our Summer Holiday Programme, sharing their skills and gaining
valuable experience as role models who were able to gain their own confidence
as leaders to our three age groups throughout the Holiday period.
It is always warming to have past members, students and families come
together with us at the YMCA so we can continue to build strong kids, strong
families and a strong Gisborne community.

OSCAR HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS
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OSCAR TEAM SAYS THANKS
It's not an OSCAR Holiday programme without the amazing YMCA OSCAR staff that
make it all possible.
From planning weeks in advance, prepping and ensuring that every child has the
best time they possibily can, our OSCAR team makes Holidays fun with the YMCA.
Our OSCAR Team would like to thank everyone who was a part of the Summer
Holiday programme, joined in on so many of our epic adventures and made loads of
memories with the OSCAR Holiay Programme.
We love each and every one of you and you make our Holidays just as much fun as
we hope we make yours. Can't wait for the next holidays and we hope you are as
excited as we are. See you soon

OSCAR HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS
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SH1FT THE WAY YOU MOVE
We are excited to let you know that we have an amazing new class HIITing the
Y this month, and we want you to be the first to know!
Safe High Intensity Functional Training (SH1FT ) is a high intensity training
class using your body weight for resistance. No equipment needed, just you
and your can do attitude.
Twice a week you can join Frauke, in a theme based class, working the whole
body starting with Sh1FT 101 launcing Monday January 22nd at 5pm.
Classes will be Mondays at 4:30pm and Thursdays at 12:15pm, so you can
Sh1ft the way you move and be a part of the newest movement to hit the YMCA.

NEW YEARS REALITY CHECK
Some of us will struggle to get

with busy schedules and family being

Over eating is my crux and by

motivated and stay on task as we

a juggling act all on its own. You have

retraining my brain and stomach, I

begin the New Year with optimism

to work with what you have and make it

have been able to rebalance my food

and positivity.

work well for you.

intake, eat appropriate portions, and
feel fuller for longer.

If you are like me, you get excited at

What I have learnt over the last 12

the thought of doing good, making

months is that resetting your mind and

Everyone

change, and setting goals only to

making realistic, simple goals each day

finding the best strategy for you can

have your motivation waver and get

rather than huge lifestyle changes, will

sometimes be trial and error, but

bored with following meal plans and

have you sticking to your goals easier

with the right advice, support and

exercise routines.

and the new lifestyle becomes second

encouragement, you can achieve

nature.

great results with minimal change.

of meat and a few pieces of chocolate

Being organised and planning ahead

I have chosen to follow a balanced

here and there and boom right back

is the key to reaching successful long

nutritional plan developed by a

to where you started, feeling deflated

term goals.

local nutritionist in order to achieve

is

built

different

and

In sneak the treats, a few extra slices

and disappointed.

the results I strive for and can be
Tweeks in portion control, including

confident in

Your thought process is paramount

vege and salad intake has made a huge

found my "balance" that has helped

to any change in lifestyle, weight loss

difference to my "healthier me" journey

me lose over 20kgs and gained a

journey or exercise routine.

and I have been able to identify that

whole new look on life.

knowing that I have

there is such a thing as eating too many
Get the right advice and adapt it to
what will realistically work for you

greens.

The girl under the stairs
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ADD ON 30 DAYS FOR $30
Exciting times in our Fitness Centre, with a brand new promotion for the
month of February.
How does 30 days of workouts in the Gym for $30 sound?
I think that sounds like a perfect start to get your 2018 on track and heading
in the right direction.
Grab 30 days, 60 days or even more, start fresh, add on or simply grab this
amazing deal for a friend.
Limited time offer runs during February so be quick, grab yours today.

HUNTER JOINS THE Y FITNESS TEAM
Y Fitness is always growing and

Whether you are a regular to the

evolving so with our new recruit

gym or just starting out, Hunter can

Hunter Chrisp joining the team, he

guide you in the right direction, with

brings a fresh approach to health and

ongoing motivation and support and

wellness with a range of great training

ensure you get results.

options and support.
Next time you see Hunter say "Hi" and
Hunter has recently returned to

have a chat about what options are

Gisborne and is dedicated to help you

suitable for your journey and how best

reach your goals, no matter how big or

to get there.

small they are, he can help.

MEET PERSONAL TRAINER ALIVIA
You may already know Alivia, and may
have seen her in the Fitness Centre or
taking Les Mills class, but some of you
may not.
We would like to introduce Alivia
Groves, who has joined our amazing
Fitness Centre and Les Mills Team.
Alivia has completed the Health

and Fitness course at EIT having
completed level 3 and 4 personal
training and is a Les Mills Body Pump
instructor taking classes on Saturday
mornings.
As a qualified personal trainer Alivia
can help you head in the right direction
and gain the results you thrive for
during your fitness journey.
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Easy Ambrosia
INGREDIENTS
• 200g pkt Tim Tam biscuits, roughly chopped
• 12 marshmallows, cut into quarters
• 1kg pottle Greek-style yoghurt with honey
• 425g can Wattie's Boysenberries in Syrup, drained
• 8 fresh strawberries (optional)
METHOD
1. Stir chopped Tim Tam biscuits and marshmallows into
the Greek yoghurt.
2. Carefully fold through Wattie’s Boysenberries. Spoon
into serving dishes. Garnish with fresh strawberries.
TIPS
Use 500g of Greek-style yoghurt with honey and 300ml
cream, lightly whipped for a lighter ambrosia.
Choose your favourite Tim Tam biscuits for this recipe.
Retain the boysenberry juice and freeze in ice cube containers. Add to chilled sparkling water for a
refreshing boysenberry drink.

Kumura & Chorizo salad
INGREDIENTS
• 1 kg kumara (orange or golden)
• 100g chorizo sausage, sliced in half lengthwise and cut
into small pieces
• ½ cup HEINZ [SERIOUSLY] GOOD™ Original Mayonnaise
• Zest and juice of ½ small orange
• 4 spring onions, chopped
• 1 cup (approx. 30g) baby spinach or kale leaves
• 50g walnuts, toasted and roughly chopped
• ¼ cup finely grated Parmesan cheese
METHOD
• Peel and cut the kumara into 3cm pieces. Put into a
saucepan and cover with cold water. Add a little salt.
Cover. Bring to the boil. Reduce heat and simmer for 5-10 minutes until kumara is just tender.
Do not overcook. Drain. Set aside to cool.
• Heat a dash of oil in a frying pan and cook the chorizo pieces over a medium heat until crispy.
Remove from the pan and drain on paper towels to remove excess fat.
• To make the citrus mayo mix together HEINZ [SERIOUSLY] GOOD™ Original Mayonnaise, orange zest and juice.
• Put kumara, chorizo, spring onions and baby spinach or kale leaves into a bowl. Gently mix
through citrus mayo. Garnish with toasted walnuts and scatter over grated parmesan just before serving.

